Poor outcomes after whole brain radiotherapy in patients with brain metastases: results from an international multicentre cohort study.
To describe the characteristics and outcomes of cancer patients receiving Whole Brain Radiotherapy (WBRT) and delineate poor outcome groups after WBRT. From 1991 to 2007, 3459 patients receiving WBRT for brain metastases at three centres (in Australia and the Netherlands) were retrospectively reviewed. The effect of clinicodemographic factors, including age, gender, primary cancer, time to WBRT from primary cancer diagnosis and WBRT timing relative to other radiotherapy courses on overall survival, survival from WBRT commencement (WBRT-SV) and death within 6 weeks were analysed. WBRT was the first radiotherapy course in 2161/3459 (63%) and the last in 2932/3459 (85%). The most common primary cancer sites with brain metastases were lung (n = 1800; 52%), breast (n = 568; 16%), melanoma (n = 350; 10%) and colorectal (n = 209; 6%). The median time to WBRT from primary cancer diagnosis was 34 weeks, overall survival 1.42 years (0.04-28.70) and WBRT-SV 0.33 years (0-8.60). Older age, male gender and a shorter time from the primary cancer diagnosis to WBRT predicted worse overall survival and WBRT-SV. Seventeen per cent survived less than 6 weeks. Older patients with a shorter time from the primary cancer diagnosis to WBRT and a lower WBRT episode number were more likely to die less than 6 weeks after WBRT. Cancer patients with brain metastases have poor overall outcomes. High mortality within 6 weeks of starting WBRT suggests patient selection remains challenging.